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SKILLS 

Current: Ruby on Rails (1.0-4.1), HTML 5, CSS3, Bootstrap, Amazon Web Services, jQuery, 
CoffeeScript, JavaScript, Github, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Sinatra, Capistrano, Phusion 
Passenger, Nginx, Unicorn, Redis, Heroku, UNIX 

Previous: Java, Objective C, C++, PHP, Pascal, BASIC, PostScript, Cocoa, Prototype, J2EE, 
Swing, Hibernate, Struts, JMF, Wordpress, WebObjects, PowerPlant, MFC, Apache, 
REST, Subversion, XML, SOAP, JSP, EJB, WebSphere, Oracle, Eclipse, Tomcat, CVS, 
QuickTime, JUnit, Ant, UML, SIP, RTP/RTSP, JNI 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

2004 - present Owner & Principal Software Developer Bloomdido Software 

Currently focused on web development and technology consulting. Clients range from 
small businesses with only two employees to Fortune 500 companies and non-profit 
organizations. Recent projects include: a martial arts dojo-management system; 
e-commerce site for a clothing company; a web application to help reduce personal stress 
levels; a server back-end for a social media iPhone app; a web app for a elementary 
school parent group; a resource management and report system for military hospitals; an 
electronic product catalog and online sales system for a large bio-tech company; 
multi-channel streaming video playback system. Responsible for requirements gathering, 
system architectures, software development, managing build and test environments, and 
the release process for a team of engineers. 

2002 - 2004 Co-founder, Director, & VP of Engineering Brilliant Corners 

Formed a software startup focusing on a unique dynamic data modeling solution and 
successfully negotiated term sheet with investors, raising over $635,000. Handled all 
aspects of the business including writing business plans and investor presentations, 
presenting pitch to investors, evaluating and setting the market strategy, performing 
competitive analysis of potential competitors, defining and managing the overall budget 
and forecasts, and interviewing and hiring of employees. As VP of Engineering, 
maintained software release schedules, wrote product specifications, and developed user 
interfaces. Led the development team by architecting system design and choosing 
development platforms and tools. Also managed corporate IT, including phone systems, 
servers, and networks. 

 
  



2000 - 2002 Senior Software Engineer TeraGlobal Communications 

Designed and developed peer-to-peer network video conferencing application, utilizing 
the latest technologies for real-time video compression and transmission. Worked with 
sales and marketing to define the requirements and design of client/server-based 
conferencing system. Managed source code repository and build environment. Evaluated 
new technologies and developed prototypes for potential future products. 

1998 - 2000 Owner & Principal Software Developer IDIC Technologies 

Provided custom consulting and development services for several clients, including Adobe 
Systems Corporation and Stanford University. 

1996 - 1998 Senior Software Engineer David King & Associates 

Led development of cross-platform applications for the vertical prepress market. Worked 
closely with sales and support to define product specifications and release schedules. 
Spearheaded engineering effort to overhaul obsolete code base by segmenting product 
into working feature sets and creating a corresponding release schedule. Negotiated 
product requirements and terms for integrating third-party technologies into existing 
products, as well as building custom solutions for business partners. Built successful team 
by defining job requirements and interviewing candidates for engineering and business 
development positions. 

1993 - 1996 Software Engineer, QA Engineer Dainippon Screen Engineering 

Created detailed test plans, managed hardware and software resources, organized 
release schedules, and implemented defect-tracking system. Debugged various PostScript 
problems and devised solutions. Developed and maintained output plug-ins for 
imagesetters. 

1991 - 1993 QA Engineer, Tech Support Specialist Newgen Systems Corporation 

Provided telephone assistance to customers and reported problems to engineering. 
Created detailed test plans and automated test scripts. Discovered and reported defects 
to engineering and verified software releases. Designed a database for reporting and 
tracking bugs round-trip from customer support to quality assurance to engineering. 
Became in-house application generated PostScript expert. Debugged and fixed problems 
in the embedded interpreter. Also developed several utilities for calibrating printer 
hardware settings. 


